
June 20, 2012 

Dear Mr. Deconcini, 

In the past, when we have called on you to resign from the Board of Directors of Corrections 

Corporation of America, you have responded that you have confidence in the corporation and its 

actions, and that you believe that CCA “takes very seriously the responsibility for the safe and humane 

treatment of detainee populations entrusted to our care.” 

We felt it important to share with you the daily evidence that your faith in this company is seriously 

misplaced.   

We know you are a very busy person and we are also certain that CCA corporate officials are not likely 

sharing some of this information with members of the Board.  And so, we will be sending you a monthly 

summary of the real impact of CCA in our communities, in an effort to ensure that you have all the 

information you need to evaluate your decision to remain on the Board.   

As our mission also involves educating the public, we will be posting these letters and the links to the 

articles on our webpage:  http://fuerzatucson.wordpress.com/ 

CCA in the News, May 2012 

Our first installment is notable in both the diversity and range of negative publicity for CCA.  This 

includes articles from both the Christian Broadcasting Network (home of Pat Robertson’s 700 Club) and 

Al Jazeera—apparently, one thing Muslims and evangelical Christians can agree on is that prison 

privatization is immoral.  This month, we learn that CCA is buying influence in government, turning 

human beings into commodities, refusing to take responsibility for sexual abuse in its facilities, causing 

riots due to chronic understaffing, attempting to avoid its tax obligations, and violating immigrant 

detainees’ constitutional and human rights, as well as ICE standards.   

1. America's Top Prison Corporation: A Study in Predatory Capitalism and Cronyism.  This article 

from Truthout takes aim at the letters CCA sent to 48 US Governors offering to buy their prisons, 

provided that they guarantee to keep them at 90% occupancy.  It also exposes the “revolving 

door” between the public and private sectors that CCA and other prison corporations use to 

garner influence at all levels of government.  It mentions you by name! 

http://truth-out.org/news/item/8875-corrections-corporation-of-america-a-study-in-predatory-

capitalism-and-cronyism  

2. Nation of Criminals: Selling Prisons 'for Profit'.  From the aforementioned CBN.  Aimed at an 

evangelical audience, the article takes on the moral implications of incarceration for profit.  A 

quote from the founder of the Rutherford Institute:   

“I’m not saying corporations are evil, but corporations exist for one reason, to make money, maximum 

profit,” he continued.  “That’s ok if you’re making widgets or toothpaste, but when you’re dealing with 
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people and you’re making money off people—you’re starting to treat people like they’re toothpaste and 

you’re making money off them and I think that’s the way we’re headed…we’re de-personalizing people in 

this country and I think we’re heading to a country where people are going to be treated like they’re 

products.” 

Unfortunately, the article also mistakenly claims that the profit motive is leading CCA to “encourage 

illegal immigration” in order to profit from ICE detention contracts.  I guess we can’t expect to agree on 

everything… 

http://www.cbn.com/cbnnews/us/2012/May/Nation-of-Criminals-Selling-Prisons-for-Profit/  

3. CCA Prison Rape Shareholder Resolution Gains Almost 20% of Voting Shares  This article refers 

to the CCA Shareholder Resolution introduced by former prisoner Alex Friedman, which would 

require CCA to issue biannual reports detailing the corporation’s efforts to reduce sexual assault 

in its facilities.  You, and other members of the Board, opposed the resolution.  While it did not 

pass, it did gain an impressive one in six of voting shares.  According to the SEC, just a 3% 

favorable shareholder vote is enough to reintroduce a resolution the following year.  We hope 

that if and when this issue comes up again, you will support it.  

http://www.prweb.com/releases/2012/5/prweb9512622.htm 

4. Former prison worker recalls 'unsafe' situation This is an analysis of the conditions that led to a 

huge riot in a Mississippi CCA prison in May.  Nineteen people were injured in the riot, which 

lasted several hours.  The article lays responsibility for the incident squarely at the feet of CCA, 

which mismanaged the facility: 

“The big problem is CCA tries to cut corners in every possible way.  They short-staff, they don’t fix 

equipment, and things just get more and more out of control, that’s what leads to these riots.  It’s just 

about maximizing short term profits.” 

http://www.clarionledger.com/article/20120522/NEWS/205220320/Former-prison-worker-recalls-

unsafe-situation 

5. Judge OKs prison tax; CCA owes city $1.3M  CCA and the town of Youngstown, Ohio, have been 

battling over the responsibility of the corporation to pay its share of taxes.  This article reports 

on a judge’s ruling that the town was within its rights to tax the company, and that CCA 

therefore owes Youngstown about $1.3 million in back-taxes.  CCA vowed to appeal the 

decision.   

http://www.vindy.com/news/2012/may/26/judge-oks-prison-tax-cca-owes-city-m/ 

6. The 'sunk costs' of a profit-driven prison system  Finally, this article from Al Jazeera looks at the 

role of CCA in ICE detention, and specifically concerns about conditions in detention centers in 

Georgia, which were the subject of a recent ACLU report.  That report cited “serious concerns 

about violations of detainees’ due process rights, inadequate living conditions, inadequate 
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medical and mental health care, and abuse of power by those in charge.”  The findings are 

remarkably similar to those in a report the ACLU published on conditions in CCA and ICE 

detention centers here in Arizona.   

http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2012/05/2012526112812469344.html 
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